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Sept 11th 2001---The Genuine Beginning of a New Millenium
Who rules here on Earth.? Over what territory does this ruler’s authority extend? That of
the Earth itself? That of the systems and institutions of this world? Currently, whose turf is this
anyway? To this question Satan provided an answer directly to Jesus Christ as he tempted and
taunted him. “And the devil, taking him up into an high mountain, shewed unto him all the
kingdoms of the world in a moment of time. And the devil said unto him, All this power will I
give thee, and the glory of them: for that is delivered unto me; and to whomsoever I will I give
it” (Luke 4:5-6 of the King James Bible). Satan would yield his authority, he said, if only Jesus
would worship him; “If thou therefore wilt worship me, all shall be thine” (Luke 4:7 KJB).
Why did Jesus not correct Satan concerning his ability to yield the authority he claimed
to possess? The unpleasant answer is that Jesus had no basis for such a correction, for in that
discussion the father of lies was speaking honestly (Satan as father of lies--John 8:44). For
reasons we may not be able to understand, this magnificent planet Earth is subject to the scornful
authority of a malevolent spiritual hierarchy led by Satan. For how long is this authority
extended to Satan? To what lengths will this ruler go to protect his dominion? Is it possible that
September 11th 2001 involved more than the geopolitical and financial maneuverings of the
elitist satanic minions ruling us? Is it possible that day was the signaling event in perhaps a final
last chance attempt by Satan to conquer the contender to Earth’s throne by launching a direct
assault against the approaching sovereignty of Jesus Christ here on Earth? Furthermore, is it
possible that Satan, mindful of his transient authority and fearful of permanent imprisonment,
would plan and direct his minions to attempt this takedown of his feared superior rival according
to events involving astrological significance?
To address this last question, some ideas of John Ackerman and Ernest Martin will be
introduced. These ideas relate to the planets Jupiter, Venus, Mars, and Mercury. Moreover,
astronomical events of early March 3 BC, September 11th 3 BC, September 11th 1991 and 2001,
September 17th 2001, and of November 11th 2011 will be briefly examined based on solar, lunar,
and planetary locations calculated with the Starry Night astronomy program. However, no
specific predictions will be offered based upon the possible astrological implications of 11-1111. The astronomical peculiarities of this date are included only to encourage thought.
Throughout, rhetorical questions will be asked assuming our ruling satanic elite integrate
astrological themes into their schemes against the Father, the son, the Holy Spirit and us.
John Ackerman
According to John Ackerman the configuration of our solar system has dramatically
changed in the last 6,000 years. He justifies the claim that around 4,000 BC the components that
would coalesce into the planet Venus emerged from the plasma cloud resulting from a
catastrophically impacting body upon Jupiter, and the resulting plasma formation was described
as shaped like an elephant by the Vedic people then inhabiting modern day India. The impact
upon Jupiter was analogous to, though much smaller in scope, the impact of Shoemaker-Levy 9
upon Jupiter in 1994. The resulting reconfiguration of what were then the inner planets of our
solar system and their interaction with Earth provided the basis for most of the religious myths
formed by ancient cultures of that period.
The new planet Venus eventually interacted with both Earth and Mars in a unique way
which led to a complex orbital dynamic among these planets that was cyclic for 100 cycles,
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repeating every 30 years for a span of about 3000 years (approximately 3700 BC to 687 BC).
This was the reign of the Olympic gods. During each cycle, Mars violently interacted with Earth
in a gravitationally bound manner with the Martian northern hemisphere centered on the
Himalayan region of Asia. At a cycle’e end, as Mars left the proximity of Earth, its inner core
emerged and rapidly circled our planet before being gradually reclaimed and reabsorbed by
Mars. This repeated event by the Martian core led to the concept of a fast messenger god.
Ackerman calls these cyclical planetary interactions the Dance Encounters, a purposeful
sequence of events dependent on unique circumstances beyond chance or coincidence. Finally at
the last breakaway of Mars (around 687 BC), its core escaped permanently and now exists as the
planet Mercury (the messenger god).
For those who refuse to accept the existence of God, this was a splendidly orchestrated
demonstration of God’s power and His direct physical intervention in celestial affairs. It was an
opus of divine work on a grand scale involving the purposeful reconfiguration of our solar
system, the rejuvenation of this planet and the progression of the people for whom it was to be
home. Furthermore, for those who question why God would use such a fearsome method to
achieve his goals, allowing people to be subjected to the consequences of planet-wide
convulsions, consider the following admonition of the Lord from Jeremiah chapter 10 verse 2:
“LEARN NOT THE WAY OF THE HEATHEN, AND BE NOT DISMAYED AT THE SIGNS
OF HEAVEN; FOR THE HEATHEN ARE DISMAYED AT THEM.” (KJB). At least for
certain people, these signs of heaven were not to be feared. See Ackerman’s books Firmament,
Chaos, and Peleh and his blog website at acksblog.firmament-chaos.com for more information.
Ernest Martin
The relevant ideas presented by Ernest Martin are the following: Jupiter and Venus
displayed an unusually brilliant conjunction on June 17th 2 BC. This followed a time of
apparently coordinated celestial engagements involving Jupiter, the constellation Leo, and one of
Leo’s prominent stars, Regulus. During this time, Jupiter appeared to be tracing a heavenly
crown around Regulus as the planet’s apparent path alternated between regular and retrograde
motion. Jupiter then “acted” as a guide, “leading” the Magi to Jerusalem, and appeared
motionless over Bethlehem on or around December 25th 2 BC, making it The Star of Bethlehem
and thus associating it with Jesus. Jesus, however, was born on Sept 11th 3 BC as determined by
the astronomical imagery of Revelation Chapter 12 and by chronological constraints mentioned
in the book of Luke concerning the 8th course of Abijah, one of many yearly sessions for priestly
duty during which time John the Baptist’s father had temple duty. See Martins’ book The Star of
Bethlehem—The Star that Astonished the World and his website askelm.com for more
information
Harvesting Our Emotions
When successfully tapped, fear can be employed to generate anger and that anger can be
used to drive the fearful and angry to demand revenge. The Patriot was released in 2000, one of
possibly many movies of that time made for the purpose of psychologically and emotionally
preparing the way for the looming Patriot Act, the retribution which would soon be demanded by
so many Americans, and the new millennium soon to be unveiled. The movie served to either
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instill or renew patriotic pride among its American viewers, and that zeal would be tapped one
year later after 911.
The movie’s 911 foreshadowing begins quickly and blatantly. Right at the beginning
Benjamin Martin (Mel Gibson) weighs a rocking chair he has crafted. “Nine pounds. Eleven
Ounces. That’s perfect. Perfect.” he says admiringly. He then hesitantly tests the chair by
gently sitting; it quickly breaks and Martin falls to the floor, thereafter angrily throwing it upon a
pile of other broken rocking chairs. Later when Martin visits Cornwallis' temporary
headquarters to negotiate a prisoner exchange he brings along the two dogs he and the militia
colonials kept after raiding Cornwallis' personal items. Cornwallis’ first glimpse of Martin is of
him examining a competently crafted rocking chair while awaiting the nearing negotiation.
Before greeting Martin, Cornwallis sees his two dogs and with relief calls for them saying
"Jupiter, Mars. Come boys. Come." The subtlety of this statement is huge because astrological
and numerological signs are so dear to the Satanic minions who planned and executed the most
consequential historical and spiritual event of our lives thus far, and it seems no accident that the
rocking chair was used as a psychological hook to link both Martin’s and Cornwallis’ seemingly
unrelated statements.
The Day We All Should Have Awakened,
Yet Most Of Us Didn’t
On the morning of Sept 11th 2001 Jupiter was positioned in the constellation Gemini (the
twins) while Mars was in Sagittarius (the archer). So the King planet, Jupiter, was in the
constellation evoking the Twin Towers while the god of war, Mars, was in a constellation
associated with combat. The twins of New York City were in fact brought down that day. Was
this therefore an attempt to take down the true King (represented by Jupiter) and institute an
unbridled satanic kingdom for this new millennium or even for the remainder of eternity? For
what reason were those two towers built? Keep in mind these facts:






Ernest Martin demonstrated that Jesus was born on what would be September 11th 3 BC of our
calendar, and he published this work before 2001.
Martin further demonstrated Jupiter to be the Star of Bethlehem. By association, Jupiter would
represent God or Jesus.
Venus was midway between Cancer and Leo that Tuesday morning progressing toward the king
star Regulus within Leo. Martin mentions in his book that the transition from Cancer to Leo can
be interpreted to mean the end of one age and the beginning of another. He notes that some
astrologers have regarded Leo as the zodiac constellation of headship. Furthermore, Venus has
motherly connotations associated with it. So again, was Satan attempting to bring down the true
King and either conceive or give birth to a new age with a new king?
Mercury was nearing Spica in the constellation Virgo. John Ackerman demonstrated Mercury to
be the solid core of a once intact Mars. Concerning Virgo, Martin first provides a brief
description and then regarding Spica he cites another researcher in chapter 5 of his book: “This
heavenly woman called Virgo is normally depicted as a virgin holding in her right hand a green
branch and in her left hand a sprig of grain. In the Hebrew Zodiac, she at first (in the time of
David) denoted Ruth who was gleaning in the fields of Boaz. She then later became the Virgin
when the prophecy of Isaiah 7:14 was given in the time of King Hezekiah and the prophet Isaiah.
This Virgin held in her left hand a sprig of grain. This was precisely where the bright star called
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Spica is found. Indeed, the chief star of the constellation Virgo is Spica. Bullinger, in his book
The Witness of the Stars (pp. 29–34), said that the word ‘Spica’ has, through the Arabic, the
meaning ‘the branch’ and that it symbolically refers to Jesus who was prophetically called ‘the
Branch’ in Zechariah 3:8 and 6:12.” Admittedly, the person to whom “branch” refers in
Zechariah may seem ambiguous. However, in Jeremiah 23:5 the association with Jesus is more
definitive: “BEHOLD, THE DAYS COME, saith the Lord, THAT I WILL RAISE UNTO
DAVID A RIGHTEOUS BRANCH, AND A KING SHALLL REIGN AND PROSPER, AND
SHALL EXECUTE JUDGMENT AND JUSTICE IN THE EARTH.” (KJB). Was Mercury the
Messenger, (the solid core of Mars), delivering a firm message of war to the rival who was to
“reign and prosper”?
6 Days Later
Given the obvious 911 foreshadowing it too contains another movie released in 2000
also presented itself with a suggestive title---The Sixth Day. To what sixth day may this have
referred? Just as intriguing and maybe just as pertinent as the signs in the sky on Tuesday Sept
11th 2001 was what occurred six days later on the morning of Monday Sept 17th. On that
morning a new moon was in conjunction with our sun right at the head of Virgo forming what
could be interpreted as a star resting upon her head. This conjunction alludes to the imagery of
Revelation chapter 12---a woman clothed with the sun with the moon at her feet and a crown of
12 stars upon her head---the imagery which accompanied the birth of Jesus. So there was a
feminine figure (our moon) and a masculine figure (our sun) conjoining and crowning Virgo
with possibly a 13th star. Significantly this was a new moon---perhaps signifying a new
beginning. Was this an astrological signature of revolution? What was born or conceived on
that Monday? Was this 6th day related to the reopening of Wall Street on Monday the 17th? Is it
possible that Satan intended this 6th day to be the formal beginning of a new era unimpeded by
the threat of his rival? Jupiter and Mars were of course still in their respective combative
positions. Moreover, Venus and Mercury were then even closer to Regulus and Spica
respectively. (In the Sixth Day 911 foreshadowing occurs when Adam Gibson is looking into his
mirror and it displays his schedule for the day---an appointment at 9:00 and one at 11:00.)
Toward Satan’s New World Order (1990 – 1991)
The Persian Gulf Crisis and Opportunity
George Bush Senior’s 1st New World Order address to the US Congress occurred on
Sept. 11th 1990 following the invasion of Iraq into Kuwait the previous month. A snippet is
reproduced here: “A new partnership of nations has begun, and we stand today at a unique and
extraordinary moment. The crisis in the Persian Gulf, as grave as it is, also offers a rare
opportunity to move toward an historic period of cooperation. Out of these troubled times, our
fifth objective—a new world order—can emerge: A new era—freer from the threat of terror,
stronger in the pursuit of justice and more secure in the quest for peace. An era in which the
nations of the world, east and west, north and south, can prosper and live in harmony.”
(http://en.wikisource.org/wiki/Toward_a_New_World_Order). The crisis in the Persian Gulf
offered a rare opportunity. What a fitting statement for a conspirator to make; capitalizing on a
crisis sounds like par for their course. Was it a rare opportunity because Jupiter is not often
enough positioned as needed by the occultists? Was it a rare opportunity because the number 11
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begged to be strategically inserted into the developing narrative? Exactly 11 years later Jupiter
was conveniently positioned in Gemini, and the twins came tumbling down. Again, for what
reason were those towers built? Why did Rockefeller persist so persistently as he pursued their
completion? Why was the Bush family so deeply involved in the satanic stagecraft now known
as 911?
On Jan 16th 1991, after initiating Operation Desert Storm, Bush Senior made this similar
statement during a televised address to the nation: “This is an historic moment. We have in this
past year made great progress in ending the long era of conflict and cold war. We have before
us the opportunity to forge for ourselves and for future generations a new world order -- a
world where the rule of law, not the law of the jungle, governs the conduct of nations. When we
are successful -- and we will be -- we have a real chance at this new world order, an order in
which a credible United Nations can use its peacekeeping role to fulfill the promise and vision of
the U.N.'s founders.” (http://www.historyplace.com/speeches/bush-war.htm).
Again Bush Senior addressed Congress on Sept 11th 1991 with a familiar theme: “What
is at stake is more than one small country. It is a big idea. A New World Order” he said. On
that day Jupiter and Mercury were in conjunction with Regulus in Leo. Thus while the King
planet stood next to the King star positioned against the backdrop of the royal constellation, a
message seems to have been delivered. Was Mercury serving Jupiter the King with a notice of
eviction 10 years before the main event? As on 9-11-01, Venus was then between Cancer and
Leo though below the ecliptic. On that September day in 1991 Mars was positioned in Virgo.
Was the god of war proclaiming its intent to attack the Lion of Judah born of a virgin?
Furthermore, on 9-11-1991 the Sun was leaving Leo and entering Virgo. Was the supreme
astrological deity making its way mid body to the Virgin in order to impregnate her with Satan’s
offspring---the New World Order of which Bush Senior spoke? Consider that just as during
Jesus’ birth on 9-11-3 BC the moon was under Virgo’s feet, and it was a recent new moon.
What significance might the satanic mindset have given these details?
Slain From the Foundation
Ernest Martin convincingly pinned the birth of Jesus as Sept 11th 3 BC. According to the
first chapters of Luke, John the Baptist was born about 6 months earlier which would be in early
March of that year. During early March 3 BC, Mercury the Messenger was beginning to make
its way through the constellation Aries----the Ram. It’s as if John the Baptist was in our sky
preparing the way for Jesus and announcing him to the world by saying "Behold the Lamb of
God" (John 1:29 KJB). Of great significance is that this occurred while Jupiter was in Gemini
and while Mars was in Sagittarius---the same occurrence as that of 9-11-2001. Revelation 13:8
implicitly refers to Jesus as “the Lamb slain from the foundation of the world.” Jesus was to be
the sacrificial Lamb for a noble reason, yet the instigators of 911 seem to have profanely mingled
that nobility with their sacrilegious plans. Was 9-11-2001 an attack directed at the one who
Satan intended to be the Lamb slain from the foundation of the Twin Towers? Once again, why
were those towers built? Did it have far more to do with the spiritual conflict many people do
not perceive?
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What next?
Ponderous questions are now warranted. 11-11-11 is almost upon us and this triple
convergence of Aleister Crowley’s beloved “majickal” number seems far too tempting for the
satanic elite to ignore. So what signs in the sky are now developing? What plans are the soldiers
of Satan preparing? Are they planning an extravaganza for us? Or are the consequences of their
possible actions to remain invisible and only perceptible to those who can decipher their
astrological signatures and to those who recognize the spiritual significance of their obsession
with Jupiter?
Since Jupiter represents Jesus and since Jesus is the Lamb, the stakes seem high as Nov
th
11 approaches. They seem high for the following reasons:
1. Jupiter will be in Aries. Is there to be another attempt at sacrificing the Lamb?
2. Mars will be in conjunction with Regulus. Is war coming to the King again? Is it time
for the King to be dethroned?
3. A full moon will be leaving Aries. Does Satan consider it time for the final onslaught
against the Lamb? Is it time for Satan to ensure Jesus does not “reign and prosper” as
spoken of in Jeremiah 23:5?
4. The sun will be in Libra. Is a new era of justice (or injustice) to be instituted?
Though we do not plan our lives based on astrology, it seems astrology is inseparably
involved in planning the major schemes executed by those who do Satan’s will. Genesis 1:14
establishes that God meant for certain celestial bodies to be for signs; it does not establish that
those signs are to be used for our purposes, especially when those purposes are directed against
our Creator. Why does the satanic mindset seem to relish and perhaps even require the practice
of astrology? Ultimately the question we should ask ourselves is this: Was 9-11-2001 a moment
of creative destruction from which the final drive for the New World Order was to be launched,
inaugurating a new millennium here on Earth?
Hey, at least no one can honestly say this life is boring.
Ronnie Claxton
Originally written in late October and early November 2011
Revised for spelling and clarity of expression in February 2013
(It is important for me to point out that I am not a professional or amateur astronomer, and I
don’t care to be one. This article was written to show apparent astrological connections among
what otherwise seem to be unrelated events in our history. I believe the information discussed
here begins to show that pop culture astrology masks a deadly serious method of ritual to those
who enact their spiritual leader’s plans against us as they tyrannize over us. I also claim it points
to an obsessive hatred for Jesus Christ. Since writing this article I have found further evidence
showing this spiritual war to be the all-encompassing fact of our existence here on Earth. I hope
to expand upon this article with that information.)

